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Magical Mirror Invitation: Magical Mirror

Magical Mirror
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Invitation Insert Mylar Template
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Magical Mirror Invitation: Insert & Mylar Template



Supplies: Popsicle sticks, a roll of reflective silver Mylar

1. Print out the pages of the Mirror Invitation. Cut out the golden Magical Mirror, the Mylar Template and the Invita-
tion Insert. When cutting out the golden Magical Mirror, make sure you keep it connected at the center. Fold the Mirror in 
half (away from you) at the indicated fold.

2. Using a craft knife, cut out the white area of the Magical Mirror. Use the dotted lines as your guide. Next, using the 
Mylar Template as a guide, cut out a piece of silver Mylar in the shape of the template. Place the golden Magical Mirror 
piece so that the illustration is facing down on a table. Now, add glue to the border (blank side) of the magical mirror. Take 
the oval piece of Mylar that you cut out and place it on top of the glue. Press firmly and then let it dry.

3. Next, fill in the details of the party on the Invitation Insert. Using the diagram below as a guide, take a popsicle 
stick and glue it to the back of this piece, at the bottom of the Insert. This stick will serve as a handle so make sure most of 
the stick is available to grasp below the invite. Now, put glue on the back side of the Invitation Insert and attach it to the 
blank side of the back of the Magical Mirror. Your Magical Mirror Invite is now complete. When the invite is closed, kids will 
see the Magical Mirror. When it is opened, it will reveal details for a Princess birthday bash!
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Magical Mirror Invitation: Instructions
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